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Minimal supersymmetric left-right model
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We construct the minimal left-right symmetric model by utilizing only the fields dictated by supersymmetry
and automatic R-parity conservation. Allowing for nonrenormalizable operators in the superpotential, we show
that parity can be spontaneously broken while preserving electromagnetic gauge invariance. The scale of parity
breakdown is predicted in the intermediate regionMR.1010– 1011 GeV, and R-parity remains exact. The
theory contains a number of charged and doubly charged Higgs scalars with a low mass of orderMR

2/M Planck,
accessible to experiment.@S0556-2821~98!01507-0#

PACS number~s!: 12.60.Jv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Certainly the most popular extension of the minimal sta
dard model is its supersymmetric counterpart. Other v
popular ones are left-right symmetric theories@1#, which at-
tribute the observed parity asymmetry in the weak inter
tions to the spontaneous breakdown of left-right symme
i.e. generalized parity transformations. Furthermore, l
right symmetry plays an important role in attempting to u
derstand the smallness of strongCP violation @2#, and in this
sense provides an alternative to Peccei-Quinn symmetry

Recently it has been pointed out that a particularly sim
solution to the strongCP problem results from the mergin
of these two proposals@3#. Another, maybe more importan
raison d’etrefor supersymmetric left-right models is the fa
that they lead naturally to R-parity conservation. Name
left-right models contain aB2L gauge symmetry, which
allows for this possibility@4#. All that is needed is that one
uses a version of the theory that incorporates a see
mechanism@5# at the renormalizable level. More precisel
R-parity ~which keeps particles invariant, and changes
sign of sparticles! can be written as

R5~21!3~B2L !12S ~1!

whereS is the spin of the particle. It can be shown that
these kind of theories, invariance underB2L implies R-
parity conservation@4#.

However, the construction of specific models turned
to be unexpectedly nontrivial. Namely, in the minimal ve
sion of the theory, at the renormalizable level, symme
breaking is not possible@6#. This may be cured by addin
more fields to the theory@7# and/or assuming that the sca
(MR) of left-right symmetry breaking is not greater than t
scale of supersymmetry breaking@6#. We should mention
that phenomenological aspects of the supersymmetric
570556-2821/98/57~7!/4174~5!/$15.00
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right theories were also studied in@8#, without worrying
about the problem of symmetry breaking. We address
attention precisely to this, the central issue of the theory

Although the experiments still allow for a lightMR , we
take seriously the possibility of a largeMR scale, as hinted
by both the phenomenological success of the standard m
and neutrino physics. In such case, the only hope for a r
istic theory lies in considering higher-dimensional operato
This is the scope of this paper.

Using nonrenormalizable operators, we construct
minimal supersymmetric left-right model, and show that
naturally can account for spontaneous breakdown of pa
Furthermore, the electromagnetic charge and co
preserving minimum also automatically leads to an exact
parity, even after integrating the large scaleMR out. As is
well known, preserving R-parity implies the stability of th
lightest supersymmetric particle, which has well defined p
nomenological implications and provides a dark matter c
didate.

It is interesting to compare the theory with the minim
renormalizable supersymmetric left-right model@7#. First, in
this case naturalness demands thatMR be bigger than abou
1010 GeV. Furthermore, there is an important difference
the implementation of the seesaw mechanism, since her
much as in the minimal nonsupersymmetric models,
mechanism does not stay in its minimal form. We discu
this in detail below.

A main feature of these models is the presence of a sm
scalem;MR

2/M Planck. A number of Higgs particles, spe
cially charged and doubly-charged ones have their mass
portional tom. This provides the central phenomenologic
implication of the theory, since forMR in the intermediate
regime 1010– 1012 GeV, relevant for neutrino physics, thes
particles became accessible to new accelerators. This is
haps the most appealing aspect of the theory. We proc
now with the construction of the model.
4174 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 4175MINIMAL SUPERSYMMETRIC LEFT-RIGHT MODEL
II. THE MINIMAL RENORMALIZABLE MODEL

The minimal left-right extension to the standard model@1#
is based on the gauge group SU(2)L3SU(2)R3U(1)B2L .
Its supersymmetric version contains three generations
quark and lepton chiral superfields transforming as

Q5~3,2,1,1/3!, Qc5~3* ,1,2,21/3!,

L5~1,2,1,21!, Lc5~1,1,2,1! ~2!

where the numbers in the brackets denote the quantum n
bers under SU(3)c , SU(2)L , SU(2)R and U(1)B2L respec-
tively.

The Higgs sector consists of two left-handed and t
right-handed triplets

D5~1,3,1,2!, D̄5~1,3,1,22!,

Dc5~1,1,3,22!, D̄c5~1,1,3,2! ~3!

in charge of breaking SU(2)R symmetry at a large scaleMR ;
the choice of the adjoint representation is the minimal n
essary to achieve a seesaw mechanism for the neutrino m
and the number of fields is doubled with respect to the n
supersymmetric version to ensure anomaly cancellations
course, one could achieve a seesaw mechanism through
renormalizable operators even if one uses doublets instea
triplets. However, in this case just as in the minimal sup
symmetric standard model~MSSM! one loses R-parity.

Likewise, to break the remaining standard model symm
try two bidoublets are necessary,

F i5~1,2,2,0! ~ i 51,2! ~4!

with i 51,2, in order to achieve a nonvanishing Cabibb
Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! quark mixing matrix.

The gauge symmetry is augmented by a discrete parit
left-right ~L-R! symmetry under which the fields transfor
as

Q↔Qc* , L↔Lc* , F i↔F i
† , D↔Dc* , D̄↔D̄c* .

With this Higgs content, the most generalrenormalizable
superpotential is given by

W05mTrDD̄1m* TrDcD̄c1m i j Trt2F i
Tt2F j1 i fLTt2DL

1 i f* Lc
Tt2DcLc1hl

~ i !LTt2F it2Lc1hq
~ i !QTt2F it2Qc

~5!

wherehq,l
( i ) 5hq,l

( i ) †, m i j 5m j i 5m i j* , f is a symmetric matrix,
and generation and color indices are understood.

It can be seen at once from the first two terms in~5! that
it is impossible to break L-R symmetry with such a simp
superpotential. The minimum will occur for vanishin
vacuum expectation values~VEVs! of Dc , D̄c , D and D̄. It
is clear that the D-term potential vanishes too for the van
ing VEVs. The addition of soft terms is easily shown to be
no help, since the self-couplings of the triplet fields ha
fixed values given by the gauge couplings. Parity canno
broken in the minimal renormalizable model.
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One can think of two ways out of this problem. The fir
is to enlarge the Higgs sector. It was suggested by Kuc
manchi and Mohapatra@6# to introduce a parity-odd singlet
coupled appropriately to the triplet fields so as to ens
symmetry breaking. However, it was noticed immediate
that the theory has a set of degenerate minima connecte
a flat direction, all of them breaking parity. The proble
appears when soft supersymmetry breaking terms
switched on: the degeneracy is lifted, but the global mi
mum that results happens to break electromagnetic cha
Because of the flat direction connecting the minima, ther
no hope that the field remains in the phenomenologica
acceptable vacuum, it simply rolls down to the global min
mum after supersymmetry is softly broken. The only way
save the model is toassume a lowSU(2)R breaking scale,
and the price one has to pay is to break R-parity sponta
ously.

In a recent paper@7#, two of the authors~C.S.A. and G.S.!
with Benakli, have proved that the minimal extension of t
Higgs sector consists on the addition of a couple of trip
fields,V ~1,3,1,0! andVc ~1,1,3,0!, instead of the singlet. In
this model the breaking of SU(2)R is achieved in two stages
passing through an intermediate phase SU(2)L3U(1)R
3U(1)B2L , and breaking U(1)R3U(1)B2 l at a lower scale.
This type of lowB2L models are interesting in their ow
right, and considered a number of times in the literature
turns out that this theory contains in fact only one pari
breaking minimum, that also preserves electromagn
charge, and reduces to the minimal supersymmetric stan
model ~MSSM! with R-parity.

The second possible way of saving the minimal mode
to add nonrenormalizable terms, while keeping the minim
Higgs content. This possibility was suggested in@9# where
nonrenormalizable soft terms were used to favor the cha
preserving minimum. However, no systematic study of
effects of the nonrenormalizable interactions in the super
tential was carried out. Another example of the use of n
renormalizable terms inB2L models was given in@10#, al-
though not in a manifestly left-right symmetric model. W
show in the next section how the addition of nonrenorma
able terms suppressed by a high scaleM;M Planck, with the
field content given by~2!, ~3!, ~4! suffices to ensure the cor
rect pattern of symmetry breaking.

III. THE MINIMAL NONRENORMALIZABLE MODEL

Consider the superpotential~5!. At a first stage, one can
ignore the terms involving the bidoublet fieldsF i , that is,
we can take a SU(2)R-breaking scaleMR@MW ,MS . The
most general superpotential including nonrenormalizable
mension four operators that one can write becomes

Wnr5m~TrDD̄1TrDcD̄c!1 i f~LTt2DL1Lc
Tt2DcLc!

1
a

2M
@~TrDD̄!21~TrDcD̄c!

2#1
c

M
TrDD̄TrDcD̄c

1
b

2M
@TrD2TrD̄21TrDc

2TrD̄c
2#1

1

M
@d1TrD2TrDc

2

1d2TrD̄2TrD̄c
2# ~6!
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where we assumeM;M Planck.1019 GeV and for simplic-
ity we have taken the couplings to be real. In the above,
keep the left-handed fields since we have to show that pa
can be broken spontaneously and at the same time we
to know whether R-parity is broken or not.

The set of minima of the theory are to be determined
imposing the vanishing of bothF and D terms. Our first
concern is to make sure that these minima are isolated
that there are no flat directions connecting the phenome
logically allowed minimum with any other nonphysical on
Then it would be an easier task to prove that the des
minimum exists. Above the scale of supersymmetry break
all the minima are degenerate, therefore we will be c
cerned with potentially dangerous tunneling to physically u
acceptable minima only at scales belowMS . We will finally
argue that tunneling at this scale is highly suppressed.

The basic result governing the minimization of potenti
in globally supersymmetric theories@11# is that the space o
D-flat VEVs may be coordinatized by the set of holomorph
gauge invariants formed from the chiral multiplets. T
space of flat directions will be spanned by the subset of th
holomorphic invariants that cannot be determined by imp
ing theF-flat conditions. To find this subset in our case, w
start by considering theF equations for the left-handed field
D, D̄ andL:

F D̄5S m1
a

M
TrDD̄1

c

M
TrDcD̄cDD

1S b

M
TrD21

d1

M
TrDc

2D D̄50,

FD5S m1
a

M
TrDD̄1

c

M
TrDcD̄cD D̄

1S b

M
TrD̄21

d2

M
TrD̄c

2DD1 iF t2LLT50,

FL52i ft2DL50. ~7!

Here, we consider for simplicity the case of only one ge
eration of leptons. The extension to the realistic multigene
tion case is straightforward.

Clearly, there exists a solution̂D&5^D̄&5^L&50. Im-
posing this condition, we are left only with the followin
holomorphic invariants

x15TrDcD̄c , x25TrDc
2TrD̄c

2 ,

x35Lc
Tt2DcLc , x45Lc

Tt2D̄cLcTrDc
2

~8!

and theF-flat conditions
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F D̄c
5S m1

a

M
TrDcD̄cDDc1S b

M
TrDc

2D D̄c50,

FDc
5S m1

a

M
TrDcD̄cD D̄c1S b

M
TrD̄c

2DDc1 iF t2LcLc
T50,

FLc
52i ft2DcLc50. ~9!

As can be seen immediately,x3 ,x4 are made to vanish
usingFLc

. It is also straightforward to convince oneself th

using TrD̄cF D̄c
50 and TrDcF D̄c

50 the remaining invariants

x1 ,x2 are determined.
It can be shown that Eq.~9! admits in fact two solutions.

With a definition of electric charge

Q5T3L1T3R1
1

2
~B2L ! ~10!

the one of interest is

^Dc&5dS 0 0

1 0D , ^D̄c&5dS 0 1

0 0D ~11!

with d5A2mM/a. These VEVs breakB2L by two units,
and from~1! we see that R-parity remains unbroken at th
stage.

It is an easy task to demonstrate, usingD and F terms,
that this solution, the only one that breaks parity while p
serving electromagnetic charge, necessarily implies

^Lc&50 ~12!

so that R-parity is preserved in the supersymmetric limit.
Thus we have succeeded in breaking parity while prese

ing R-parity. One can worry that the procedure above m
not be sufficiently general to ensure that the minimum
indeed isolated, since we have first set the VEVs of the l
handed fields to zero and then required that the minimum
isolated in the restricted space of VEVs parametrized by
right handed gauge invariants.

To ensure that flat directions do not run through the pa
breaking minimum, we perturb the VEVs of all field
D,D̄,Dc ,D̄c ,Li ,Li

c ~generically denotedc! by an arbitrary

small perturbationc5^c&1eĉ. We then demand that th
conditions for a supersymmetric vacuumF5D50 are satis-
fied order by order in an expansion in powers ofe50. If the
resulting equations have nontrivial solutions for the ‘‘flat d
rections’’ ĉ, our minimum is not isolated.

For the restricted set of fields kept here it is easy to sh
that the parity-breaking minimum is indeed isolated, i.
ĉ50. For instance theF50 equations forD andD̄ at next to

lowest order ine immediately ensure thatD̂ and D̂̄ are ex-
actly zero, and continuing one finds that in factĉ50. When
the bidoublet and quark fields are included the analysis
more challenging. Although it is easy to show that even
their presence the left handed triplets do not participate
any flat direction through the parity-breaking minimum
there may well be flat directions through the minimum i
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57 4177MINIMAL SUPERSYMMETRIC LEFT-RIGHT MODEL
volving the bidoublet and quark fields. Details of the analy
in the both cases will be presented elsewhere.

The scale of SU(2)R breakingMR is of orderAmM. We
leave the discussion of the phenomenological implicati
for the next session. We conclude this one with some wo
on the stability of the vacuum. The degenerated minima
separated by barriers of orderMR . After soft terms become
relevant, the degeneracy is lifted up to an orderMS . It is
therefore enough to haveMR@MS to get a negligible tun-
neling probability. This is precisely what happens in th
model, as we discuss now.

IV. MASS SPECTRUM

We have seen that parity is broken at a scaleMR of order
AmM. Now, it is natural to assumem bigger than the elec
troweak scale, for otherwise the soft-breaking terms will
fectively mimic its role @10#. With m*100 GeV and
M;M Planck, we get a right-handed scaleMR*1010 GeV.

After symmetry breaking, the Higgs fields get mass
through the VEV of the right-handed triplets in the usu
way. However, in some cases the mass terms arise form
nonrenormalizable terms, thus some particles get onl
small mass of orderm. This is the case with the left-hande
tripletsD andD̄, and with the two double-charged fields an
one of the neutral combinations inDc and D̄c . The remain-
ing fields in Dc and D̄c will have masses of order theMR
scale.

The bidoublet deserves a particular attention. Namely,
nonrenormalizable superpotential includingF will have
terms of the form

W~mF!5m i j Trt2F i
Tt2F j11

a i j

M
Trt2F i

TD̄cDct2F j

1
b i j

M
Trt2F i

Tt2F jTrDcD̄c . ~13!

WhenDc ,D̄c get the VEVs~11!, the mass terms forF read

W~mF!5m i j8 Trt2F i
Tt2F j1

m

2a
a i j Trt2F i

Tt3t2F j

~14!

with m i j8 5m i j 1m(a i j 12b i j )/2a. Thus the two left-handed
doublets in each bidoublet get split, one of them acquirin
mass of orderm, and the other~after the usual fine-tuning o
the MSSM! a mass of the order of the electroweak scale

In other words, the minimal L-R model will reduce to th
MSSM only below the scalem.

V. SEESAW MECHANISM

In the supersymmetric version of left-right theories, t
seesaw mechanism can have novel features. This has
noticed in Ref.@7#, for the model with a lowB2L scale
cited above. In that case, theD field coupling to the left-
handed neutrino does not acquire a VEV, in sharp cont
with the nonsupersymmetric case@12#. The seesaw mecha
nism is then said to be ‘‘clean,’’ in the sense that it takes
canonical form.
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This is not the case however in the nonrenormaliza
minimal model. Namely, the bidoublet superpotential w
have terms like

WNR~F!5¯1
h i j

M
Trt2F i

TDct2F jD1¯ , ~15!

which will give rise to terms linear inD after parity breaking,
of the orderAm/M . Such tadpole term will forceD to get a
VEV after electroweak breakinĝD&;MW

2 /MR , which is
precisely the situation one encounters on the nonsupers
metric version of the theory. This has an impact on neutr
masses, and provides an important distinction from
renormalizable version of supersymmetric left-right mod
@7#.

VI. R-PARITY CONSERVATION

As we have seen, at the large scale, charge conserva
demands also conservation of R-parity. The question is w
happens after the heavy fields are integrated out and the
supersymmetry breaking terms are switched on. Here
analysis proceeds completely along the lines of Ref.@7#.
Since MR is very large, the breakdown of R-parity at lo
energies would imply an almost-massless majoron coup
to the Z-boson, which is ruled out experimentally. This
one of the central aspects of supersymmetric left-right th
ries with largeMR : R-parity is an exact symmetry of th
low-energy effective theory. This has well-known importa
phenomenological and cosmological implications. In partic
lar, the lightest supersymmetric partner must be stable,
coming a natural dark matter candidate.

VII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Left-right symmetry~or B2L! provides a natural gaug
principle rationale for R-parity, and thus offers a framewo
for the study of the predictivity of its breaking. It also play
an important role in understanding the smallness of str
CP violation. On the other hand, it turned out surprising
hard to construct a realistic supersymmetric left-right mo
and it was claimed that the minimal such theory cannot w
~unlessMR<MS!.

However, we find out that the simple inclusion of no
renormalizabled54 terms in the superpotential, even if c
off by M Planck, leads to a perfectly consistent model wi
the spontaneous breakdown of parity.

Our predictions are
~1! A number of charged and doubly-charged Higgs s

lars with a massm.MR
2/M Planck. Thus, even for a large

MR in the intermediate scale 101021012 GeV, interesting for
neutrino physics, these new particles can be found in the n
future experiments. This is the crucial prediction.

~2! R-parity remains an exact symmetry of the low-ener
theory.

~3! The seesaw mechanism takes a similar form as in
nonsupersymmetric models, and this is in sharp contrast w
the renormalizable version.

We leave the last word to experiment.
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